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Glass-fibre-reinforced concrete (GRC) 
is a composite material consisting of a
mortar of cement and fine aggregate
reinforced with alkali-resistant glass
fibres. GRC is normally of relatively thin
cross-section, typically 12mm thickness
depending on application, and as such
the tests carried out to measure
performance and ensure consistent
quality differ from those of precast
concrete. Whereas precast concrete is
usually characterised by compression
strength measured in cube tests, the
properties of GRC are measured by
flexural strength testing of thin samples,
where the performance imparted by the
fibre reinforcement is evident.

IAN J MORRISON, GRCA

From its inception, the GRC industry has endeavoured
to promote a culture of quality control and routine

testing. A series of wet- and dry-state tests have been
developed and used for a long period. Routine strength
testing of hardened GRC is based around the flexural
testing of samples (coupons) cut from test boards. The
Glassfibre Reinforced Concrete Association (GRCA) has
issued various publications and also administers an
Approved Manufacturers Scheme. More recently,
European Standards have been issued covering the main
test methods. These are summarised below:

Current British/European Standards relating to
GRC

• BS EN 1169(1)

• BS EN 1170(2)

• DD ENV 1170(3)

• BS EN 14649(4)

• EN 15422(5)

Current American Standards relating to GRC
(GFRC)

• ASTM Technical Committee C27.40 – Glass Fiber
Reinforced Concrete Made by the Spray-Up Process:
-  C947-03(6)

-  C948-81(7)

-  C1228-96(8)

-  C1229-94(9)

-  C1230-96(10)

-  C1560-03(11)

The generation of new Standards is inevitably a relatively
slow process and work is ongoing. In Europe, committee
TC229/WG3/TG2 is tasked with work on GRC material
and, in addition to the above, further Standards are
currently in preparation, including prEN 15191(12) and a
separate Design Standard. 

The flexural testing of GRC coupons, which relates
to standard BS EN 1170-5(1), is illustrated in the
photographs. A proprietary testing machine (Figure 1) may

be used, with the sample or coupon of GRC, typically
50mm wide by 10mm thick and span of 250mm, held in a
special four-point bending jig (Figure 2).

As load is applied, deflection is also recorded such that
a load-deflection curve of the behaviour is produced.
Figure 3 shows the form of the curves for different grades
of GRC material.

By analysis of the test, normally now assisted by
suitable software, together with measurement (Figure 4) of
the exact dimensions of the sample, the elastic limit (Limit
of Proportionality or LOP) and ultimate bending strength
(Modulus of Rupture or MOR) are found. Additionally,
Young’s modulus for the initial elastic region of behaviour
can be determined and also the strain to failure.

Figure 1 above:
Testing machine.

Figure 2 top right:
GRC coupon in 4-point

test jig.

Figure 3 centre right:
Typical load-deflection

curves for GRC in
flexural tests.

Figure 4 bottom right:
Measurement of coupon

dimensions.

Over the coming
months we will be
publishing a 
series of 
technical notes
covering aspects 
of glass-fibre-
reinforced 
concrete (GRC)
technology.

The Glassfibre
Reinforced
Concrete
Association 
(GRCA) is a 
Special Sector
Group of The
Concrete 
Society.

GRC Standards and testing
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Concluding remarks
These tests provide the background to specifying GRC
products correctly. Guidance on specification values can
be found in a GRCA/Concrete Society publication
Specification for the manufacture, curing and testing of
GRC products(13). For sprayed GRC, typical specification
requirements are a characteristic MOR value of 18MPa

and LOP value of 7MPa. By long experience these levels
are consistent with good-quality material and in turn allow
design calculations to be performed with confidence.        ■

■  Further information
Visit: www.grca.co.uk or e-mail: info@grca.co.uk

CONCRETE magazine offers a reprint service for all
articles appearing in the magazine. 

Reprints are an excellent and cost-effective tool for
marketing communications. We can provide as little as
100 copies to much larger orders.

Please contact: James Luckey on 01276 607158,
editorial@concrete.org.uk 
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Dry-shake floors are concrete fl oors that

have been surface hardened by the

spreading of a cement-based dry

powder onto the screeded concrete

surface before the powerfl oating

operations are carried out. After

spreading the dry-shake powder, the

floor is panned and repeat powerfl oated

before being cured with acrylic curing

agent.

The dry-shake powder contains special aggregates that

impart various properties to the floor according to the

grade/aggregate selected. These selectable properties of 

dry-shakes can include degrees of abrasion resistance,

impact resistance, colours, anti-static, chemical resistance

and slip resistance.

Costs vary somewhat according to the slab size and dry-

shake grade/colour selected. However, in comparison with

other fl oor-enhancing finishes, and considering the proper-

ties achieved, dry-shake concrete floors are fast-track and

low-cost. Typically, a top-quality coloured Quartz dry-

shake may cost £6/m2 (extra over the cost of a plain power-

floated concrete floor) including plant labour and materials.

Slip resistance

Clean and dry, fl at, smooth powerfl oated concrete fl oors 

have perfectly acceptable slip resistance. However, this slip

resistance is reduced if there is contamination or water 

present. To overcome this, a degree of texturing to the sur-

face is required.

HSE(1) has advised that a minimum of 10–20 microns

of texture is required in these wet conditions to reduce slip-

ping problems. A copy of this HSE paper is included in 

every operating manual issued by Permaban with new dry-

shake fl oors.

There are various ways surface profile may be mea-

sured and HSE advises that the Rp value of profi le/texture

gives the best ability to reproduce a satisfactory coeffi cient

of friction. This value measures the maximum peak height

above the mean line across the displacement profi le.

This is confirmed by Permaban’s experience, that tex-

turing plain concrete floors or even Quartz dry-shake fl oors

doesn’t provide good long-term slip resistance in wet con-

ditions. In the case of the plain concrete this is because the

fine aggregate particles exposed rapidly become rounded

(losing Rp value) and the Quartz aggregates are naturally

rounded aggregates anyway. Quartz is excellent in dry con-

ditions and Permaban has supplied Quartz coloured dry-

shake floors to surface millions of square metres of retail

warehouse floors. The solution is to incorporate dry-shake

containing alloy aggregates with an angular shape and the

lowest aggregate abrasion value (ie, 1.0)(2). This gives the

maximum Rp value and ensures it is maintained after long-

term traffi c.
Having laid the Alloy dry-shake floor with the smooth

powerfl oated finish it will, with normal usage and opera-

tion, gradually abrade to the 10–20 microns profi le natu-

rally over time. Alternatively, light shot/grit blasting or 

application of etching chemicals can be carried out. These

could be limited to being used only in specific areas where

the immediate enhanced wet slip resistance is required. 

The effects of mechanical and chemical ‘ageing’ are shown

in Figures 3 and 4.

Curing of dry-shake concrete fl oors

Dry-shake concrete floors are essentially concrete surfaces

and so good curing is required. Traditional curing com-

pounds (as used on external concrete slabs) are not suitable

for interior floors and particularly not for coloured dry-

shake floors. With interior floors it is essential that the cur-

ing agent cures to a totally dry (and reasonably present-

able) curing film. It also needs to be able to prevent effl o-

rescence discolouring the fl oor surface.

Thus curing of interior concrete floors is almost always

effected by application of solvent-based acrylic curing 

compounds. Permaban has recently achieved a break-

through in curing compound technology by producing

Permaseal Aquacure. This is water-based and has a higher

curing efficiency than the solvent-based material. There 

are also environmental, safety and handling/transport

advantages in using water-based material.

“It is a widely
held

misconception

that to achieve an

anti-static

concrete floor it is

necessary to cover

the fl oor with

special and very

expensive resin

materials

containing

conductive

aggregates.”
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ANDREW MACKENZIE, PERMABAN

Slip a dry-shake into the

specifi cation
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Figure 1: Telescopic

machine used to spread

dry-shake powder onto

the freshly screeded

concrete surface.

Figure 2 far right: B&Q

Cribbs Causeway.

Twelve month Floor

Inspection – Quartz

Light Grey dry-shake is

very low-maintenance

and gives a light airy

feel to a retail space.
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REPAIR GUIDANCE NOTE

Part 6 of BS EN 1504(1) deals with the

performance criteria and compliance

testing for materials suitable to grout

(anchor) reinforcing bars into concrete. 

Design considerationsA note in Section 1: ‘Scope’, states:
“It is assumed that a proper structural assessment of the

structural elements to be subjected to repairs will be car-

ried out by qualified engineers and that the choice of the

products and systems to be used, as well as the design, is

based on this assessment.”This means that a suitably qualified engineer will need

to design the bond length of the anchor and the diameter of

the hole, taking due consideration of the strength of the

existing concrete, the type of anchor grout to be used and

the maximum load to which the anchor will be subjected.

The designer should also take account of the risk of fire

within the structure and the likely temperatures resulting

from any potential fire. Thus, the designer may choose to

specify a cement-based grout, or even a mechanical

anchor, in preference to synthetic resin-based grout for

high-risk structures such as bridge deck soffits, tunnels and

petrochemical installations. Most material manufacturers

advise against using resin anchors where structural load-

bearing performance has to be maintained in temperatures

exceeding 40°C.

Terms and definitionsBS EN 1504 confines itself to:“Hydraulic binders or synthetic resins, or a mixture of

these, installed at a fluid or paste consistency to grout rein-

forcing steel bars in hydraulic concrete structures.”

These will generally be cement-based grouts, polyester,

or epoxy resins, which sometimes use cement powder as a

filler. Mechanical fixings or the anchoring of threaded bars

and the like are not covered by the Standard.Performance characteristics and requirements

Table 3 in Part 6 lists four performance requirements for

the anchor grouts:•  Pull-out, less than 0.6mm displacement at a load of

75kN.
•  Chloride ion content, less than 0.05%.

•  Glass transition temperature, greater than 45°C or

20°C above maximum in-service ambient 

temperature.•  Creep under tensile load, less than 0.6mm displace-

ment after a continuous loading of 50kN for three

months.

Items 3 and 4 are only required for synthetic resin

grouts. Other requirements are stated, such as not releasing

dangerous substances from the hardened material and

reaction to fire. Manufacturers also have to test their prod-

ucts against a number of other parameters including com-

pressive strength, stiffening time, workability and pot life.
Installation requirements
Part 6 of BS EN 1504 gives no guidance on this matter and

Part 10, which deals with Site Applications, gives very lim-

ited advice. However, most material manufacturers give

good advice on how to install their products, including

advice on drilling of the holes. Rotary percussion with air

flush is the preferred method, with diamond-cored holes

being avoided as they are too smooth. They will also advise

on the optimum diameter of hole for any given bar diame-

ter and most have a range of grouts to suit different site

requirement, eg, thixotropic grouts for overhead installa-

tions. Manufacturers generally recommend that deformed

reinforcing bar is used, although one of the most common

uses in a concrete repair scenario is where small-diameter

link reinforcement (typically plain round bar) needs partial

Repair Guidance Note 8:Anchoring of reinforcing steel

This is one of aseries of notesprepared by theJoint LiaisonCommittee ofThe ConcreteSociety, Instituteof Corrosionand CorrosionPreventionAssociation. 

ANDREW CAME, CONCRETE REPAIRS LTD

Figure 1 far left: Holedrilling using rotarypercussive air flush drill
bit.

Figure 2 left: Resinbeing poured intoprepared hole.
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Halcrow’s fire safety engineers develop

cost-effective designs for new build and

refurbishment. If the worst should

happen, even after a severe fire,

concrete structures are generally

capable of being repaired rather than

demolished. Halcrow’s teams of

materials engineers routinely assess fire-

damaged structures and specify repair

solutions.

There are two basic approaches to providing design
methods for concrete structures. The first is the tradi-

tional, prescriptive code-based approach that addresses the
various aspects of life safety independently of one another,
using generic rules and formulas. As designs for new con-
crete structures have increased in complexity, so the pre-
scriptive codes are falling outside their applicable realms.

The alternative is to adopt a performance-based, fire
engineering design approach that is described in an SFPE
guide(1). The performance-based approach takes into
account the complexity of modern structures and the inter-
relationship between the various fire safety measures and
systems. Provided any deviations from the Standard can be
proven by engineering analysis (often supported by a qual-
itative or quantitative risk assessment) to be equivalent or
superior to the required Standard, then a performance-
based approach is considered acceptable. Engineering and
risk analyses are based on fundamental research into issues
such as fire and smoke spread, the behaviour of people and
response of facilities to fire, to establish a performance-
based solution.

The performance-based approach allows the develop-
ment of innovative structural solutions and provides the
structure with the required level of safety at the lowest cost,
in both financial and environmental terms. The strategy
considers fire safety engineering as an integrated package
of measures designed to achieve the maximum benefit
from the available methods for preventing and controlling
the consequences of fire. The performance-based design
procedure is summarised below:

Identifying risk factors
The structural fire engineer should identify all risk factors
that could affect the fire performance of the structure. All
the fire safety measures that are part of the overall fire strat-
egy and could impact on any assumptions/decisions made
subsequently should be considered.

Predicting the temperature distribution in the
fire compartment
Predicting the worst-case temperature distribution involves
calculating the fire severity curve according to the different
characteristics of the fire compartment. Depending on the
complexity of the building geometry, different types of
analysis can be adopted.

Predicting the temperature of structural members
This stage depends on the location of the structural mem-
ber within the fire compartment, the cross-section factor
(exposed perimeter to the cross-sectional area) and the
applied fire protection to the structural member. 

Structural fire analysis
This involves carrying out the necessary structural fire
analysis to predict the stability of the whole structure,
based on the results of the previous stages, using a com-
puter model (see Figure 1). It is important to note that the
stability of the member and overall structure depends on
the following factors:

• maximum temperature and temperature distribution
(including penetration)

•  material properties
•  the applied load
•  the level of composite action with slab
•  the restraints provided by the surrounding structure
• the continuity/interaction with other cold/heated

members
•  engineering factors.

Consideration of these factors permits the stability of
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Turning up the heat – full service fire

safety engineering for concrete 

structures

JEREMY INGHAM AND FATHI TARADA, HALCROW GROUP LIMITED

Figure 1: Finite element

analysis of the

deflection profile for a

composite concrete

floor slab at elevated

temperatures.

Figure 2: The concrete

frame of a ten-storey

building that was fire-

damaged during

construction.

With reference to the over-bridging of railtracks and the need to minimisepossession time, this article introduces anew pre-engineered bridge design – the14.5m Opti-Cadre. This wide-span, portalframe box-bridge meets the need forimproved safety margins and rapidinstallation to allow follow-on works toproceed without delay or rail disruption.

The new A1/N1 motorway links Dublin and Belfast andis a route of both economic and political significance.At several points it crosses the inter-city rail line and thereare also many bridges and underpasses for minor roads andstreams. Time and cost imperatives led the main contractor,a joint venture consortium comprising SIAC Constructionand Ferovial Agroman (Ireland), to consider alternatives toconventional bridge structures. Along the whole route, eightbridges are of modular precast concrete construction andtwo of these span rail lines. The particular criteria thatfavoured precast structures were:•  precast sectional structures could be built quickly• modular bridges met the best value criteria that under-pinned the design-and-build contract• these bridges could be installed to minimise disruptionof railway operations
• off-site construction provides an assurance of qualityand consistency and requires less intensive on-sitequality assurance. 

Why segmental structures? Once a decision had been made in principle to consider asoil/structure interaction precast system, engineers had toevaluate the options. The Matière system of pre-engineeredcomponents, for which ABM is the UK and Ireland licenceholder (and also holds the licence for several CentralEuropean countries), was favoured over the alternativedesigns. The primary reasons for this were:• The Matière system, with free-standing walls andover-bridging units is structurally stable once the threeelements are assembled. With the use of temporarybracing to protect against accidental loading duringthe possessions, the railway line could be used imme-diately following a night possession prior to castingthe in-situ concrete stitch connection in the base. • With the structure stabilised, the waterproofing andback filling could proceed safely, outside of posses-sion time to a fast-track completion of the road-build-ing programme with minimum delay. • In addition to arch designs, the Matière system offersportal frame box-bridge alternatives. These can moreeasily be installed where the height envelope isrestricted and also offer the potential to use lowerheight embankments, reducing material handling andspeeding the construction programmes. • The portal frame box design gives good clearance for

trains to pass, without the structure impinging into thecollision zone, so that the need for lateral bracing –another time-consuming site process – is avoided.

Development of the 14.5m span Within the Matière portfolio there were a number of portalframe box configurations available, but none wide enoughto meet the specification requirement on the cross bordersection of the road. Computer-aided modelling techniqueswere therefore used to expand the Opti-Cadre design andoptimise span and strength. These calculations were inde-pendently verified by Arup.
The resulting design uses a bridging section that tapersin thickness toward the centre to minimise weight. Thisgives an attractive span-depth ratio range from 1:22 to 1:18at the corners and mid-span respectively. Sections are alsoreduced to 1.75m in width, from the more usual 2.5m, tokeep the weight down and make lifting simpler. 
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CONCRETE BRIDGES

FARZIN HOSSEINI, ABM DESIGN AND BUILD

Modular bridge building meetsfast-track programme target onIreland’s A1/N1 motorway

Figure 1 top: Sixty-
tonne roof span beingplaced during limitedovenight possessions.

Figure 2 above: Waterproofing and back fillunderway.
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